1. MOTION DETECTOR DETAIL

MOTION DETECTOR LENS

CASE LOCKING SCREW (ON BOTTOM)

2. TYPICAL INSTALLATION

MOTION DETECTOR (FOR INDOOR USE ONLY)

START IN OFF MODE

3. MOTION DETECTION PATTERN

TOP VIEW

DETECTION AREA

MOTION DETECTOR IN CORNER

4. CONNECT BATTERY

CONNECT 9-VOLT ALKALINE BATTERY TO BATTERY CLIP (PLUS SIDE UP)

5. MOUNT MOTION DETECTOR BASE

PUNCH OUT REQUIRED HOLES FOR SCREW MOUNTING

6. PROGRAM DETECTOR INTO CONSOLE

START IN OFF MODE

ENTER YOUR SECRET CODE

7. WALK TEST MOTION DETECTOR

PUSH WALK TEST BUTTON TO SEND SIGNAL FROM MOTION DETECTOR

8. ALARM TEST MOTION DETECTOR

PLACE CONSOLE IN THE AWAY MODE

9. REPLACING MOTION DETECTOR BATTERY

REPLACE THE BATTERY WITH A FRESH 9-VOLT ALKALINE BATTERY (PLUS SIDE UP)

10. IMPORTANT DETECTOR INFORMATION

1. The motion detector can only trigger the alarm when the Console is in Away Mode.
2. Except in "Walk Test", the detector must see no motion for five minutes before walking in front of the unit will send an alarm signal.
3. When the Console is in Away Mode, the motion detector will cause an instant alarm unless a delayed perimeter door/window sensor is triggered first.
4. Operating temperature range: +32° to +120° F (0° to +49° C)

This Linear product is warranted against defects in material and workmanship for twelve (12) months.

R&TTE VAEE 27837, EMC, SFT, ETS

Linear Corporation declares that the apparatus DF-54/EC complies with the essential requirements and other relevant provisions of Directive 1995/EC.